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Positive surface ionization is a widely used technique for the isotopic
analysis of a number of elements. The corresponding negative ion technique has
found much less use. One of the main reasons is that hot filaments emit elec-
trons, which are accelerated by the potentials on the negative ion lens, and
repulsed by the potentials on the postive ion lens. Negative surface ionization
(NSI) must then be limited to conditions under which the resulting electron
current does not become large enough to disrupt the operation of the lens due to
arcing, charge density defocusing or heating of the focus plates.

Hot filaments operated in the negative ion mode have the potential of ioni-
zing not only by NSI, but also by electron attachment. Many molecules attach
thermal electrons (<0.5 volts) to form negative ions. The electron attachment
rate drops off very rapidly at electon energies i-ive 0.5 volts. The region in
a surface ionization source where electrons ha such low energy is limited to
just in front of the filament.

Electron emission (EE) is governed by the temperature and by the work func-
tion (<}>) of the surface, and is described by the Richardson equation:

EE « T2 exp (-4>/kT)

If the ionization mechanism were electron capture, ion intensity should be pro-
portional to EE.

Surface ionization rates can be estimated with reasonable accuracy for only
a few simple atoms. Molecules, particularly if a decomposition is involved, do
not fit a simple theory. The theory, where it does apply, predicts that lower-
ing $ improves the ion to electron ratio.

A method for differentiating between NSI and electron attachment is to mea-
sure relative ionization efficiency on several filament materials with widely
differing work functions. If the ionizaton mechanism is electron capture the
ionization process will be similar on all ionizers for a constant electron flux.
NSI will give different ionization efficiencies under constant electron flux.

Th'i hexafluorides are a group of molecules that are of considerable interest
for tl/s type of ion source. Hexafluorides of S, Se, Te, Mo, W, Re, Ir/.Pt,
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Os, A and U readily form negative ions. All except SF6 (ea <0.5 volts)
have hioh electron affinities (3 to 10 volts), and SF6 has a high thermal
electron attachment rate. Thus SF6 will form negative ions from an electron
attachment process, while the others will form negative ions from an NSI
process.

UFg and SF5 are already widely used for the isotopic analysis of U and
S respectively, using electron bombardment positive ionization. As these mole-
cules readily form negative ions, the investigation of the possibility of per-
forming isotopic analyses of these molecules using the negative ion technique
described earlier is a logical step. SF6 was chosen for the initial experi-
ment due to it3 non-corrosive nature.

An experiment was set up with a gas inlet connected by a variable leak to
the source housing of a NBS 12-90 surface ionization isotope ratio mass spec-
trometer. Single filaments of LaB6, ZrC, Hf, W and Re were tested sequen-
tially. The source was pumped to 2*10"° torr, and SFfi gas introduced to give
^6'10-f torr. SF6" was the major ion, giving 10-11 amp at the collector. Peak
shapes and baselines were good. A temperature plateau {>f20^) was observed
over which little change («rt).25Jt) in ion intensity occurred.
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SFg~ reached a maximum and approximately constant intensity at a con-
stant electron flux for all 5 ionizers. This supports an electron attachment
mechanism, as would be predicted from the ea and the electron attachment rate.
The drop in intensity when exceeding this optimum electron flux is probably due
to defocusing in the ion lens from charge density.

The use of a variable leak precluded high accuracy measurements on sulfur
isotope ratios. A viscous flow dual gas inlet would be required to check out
this aspect of the measurement. Precision within a measurement, ho\-;ever, is a
prerequisite for high accuracy, and this could be checked. A peak stepping
data system with a single deep faraday collector was used. All five ionizers
gave precisions of better than 0,02$ under most circumstances. When attention
was paid to operating on the more favorable portion of the ionization curve,
and intensity kept below the point where secondary electrons became a problem,
LaB6 produced precisions of better than 0.005* in the 32/31* sulfur ratio.
This precision approaches the limit for the mass spectrometers data system.

The next question to ask is why this type of ion source might be preferred
to the electron bombardment sources that are already in wide use for sulfur
isotope ratio measurements. The answer is in the mechanical and electronic
simplification. The electron trap and all that is required to support it is
replaced with a simple filament aligned with the lens, and a simple power supply
to heat thi3 filament A strong potential also exists for improved sensitivity
due to the high ionization efficiency.


